
Landing area pole jump 
We  offer three standard sizes of the landing area
but we are able to produce the shape and the size of
it at customer´s  request of course.  The landing area
consists of four blocks, which are fastened  to each
other ( both inside and outside)  with Velcro. On the
outside  sides the zipper works  as safeguards against
possible displacement of the blocks from each other
(see photo). On the surface of each of these blocks is
another zipper for connection with a blanket  which is
not only design issue, but it also helps to spread  of
the landing  over  a larger area. The blanket also
prevents the athlete from landing  between joining of the blocks. Monoblocks are covered with a Belgian canvas and
the core is made from high quality foam. At the bottom of landing area is the ethylene grade. Thanks to it the landing
area is not placed  directly on the ground. The ethylene grade is included  in the price of the landing area. The blanket
is covered with Belgian canvas too, but on top of  it  we use the mesh. Thanks to this material-protection  the blanket
can´t be damaged by track shoes. The blanket is 10 cm high. The core is made of foam. We also provide cover sheet,
which is not included in the price of landing area. We can deliver the whole cover (see photo).

Product number Size Weight Color

M1-80060080-R 800x600x80cm 700kg

M1-70050060-R 700x500x60cm 570kg

M1-70050080-R 700x500x80cm 680kg

M1-80060080-B 800x600x80cm 700kg

M1-70050060-B 700x500x60cm 570kg

M1-70050080-B 700x500x80cm 680kg

M1-80060080-G 800x600x80cm 700kg

M1-70050060-G 700x500x60cm 570kg

M1-70050080-G 700x500x80cm 680kg
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M1-80060080-Y 800x600x80cm 700kg

M1-70050060-Y 700x500x60cm 570kg

M1-70050080-Y 700x500x80cm 680kg
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